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No Win, No Fee,
No Risk VW
Compensation

WHY SHOULD YOU CLAIM!
What's happened at Volkswagen is turning out to be one of the biggest corporate
scandals ever, but quite rightly, many owners of VW, Audi, SEAT and Skoda
vehicles are wondering whether or not they should claim; here’s our quick guide to
help you decide.

Reduction in the
value of your
vehicle
Additional fuel
consumption
Out of pocket
expenses for
vehicle recall
Additional
expenses due to
technical repairs

Did you pay a premium price for your vehicle?
Many owners did, and because of the faster fall in value of Volkswagen Diesel cars,
owners are now at a real risk of losing money. In early October 2015, Glass’s head of
valuations, Rupert Pontin, has stated “it’s clear that the values of Volkswagens are
lower than expected”.
Claiming compensation for any lost value means that you will not be out of pocket
when you come to resell.
Did you know that you could be using more fuel?
Our client’s have, in good faith, purchased vehicles which they believed to be more
economical and environmentally friendly than in fact was the case. VW deliberately
concealed the actual fuel consumption data from them; it’s highly likely that the
average owner will have spend hundreds of pounds more on fuel.
Are you happy incurring out of pocket expenses when your vehicle is recalled?
A huge number of our claimants are not happy that a recall will mean that they
either have to take time off work, or hire another vehicle whilst their VW Group car
is off the road – you will be able to claim these expenses back from VW through
compensation.
Are you comfortable paying any additional expenses because of the official ‘fix’ ?
Volkswagen haven’t yet explained what the official fix is likely to be (even though we
have asked them to declare it), but it is possible that the technical repairs will impact
fuel economy and there may be an impact on road tax.

If you’re not happy with any of these additional costs for the vehicle you bought in
good faith, then compensation through Michael Lewin Solicitors will ensure that you
are not put at a financial disadvantage because of the actions of the Volkswagen
michaellewin.co.uk/vw
vwclaims@michaellewin.co.uk Group. We will fight for your claim under our No Win, No Fee agreement.
0113 200 9720

